
BROOKDALE

This elegant piece features clean lines and high-end contemporary design. Available This elegant piece features clean lines and high-end contemporary design. Available 
as modular or separate configurations and sizes, it is ideal for family rooms, home as modular or separate configurations and sizes, it is ideal for family rooms, home 
theatres and open plan living. Brookdale is available with full length seat cushions, theatres and open plan living. Brookdale is available with full length seat cushions, 
making it a luxurious sought after feature for customers who take relaxation seriously.making it a luxurious sought after feature for customers who take relaxation seriously.
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BROOKDALE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

ChairChair

2 Seater2 Seater

2 1/2 Seater2 1/2 Seater

3 Seater3 Seater

ModularModular

Height

950950

950950

950950

950950

950950

Depth

900900

900900

900900

900900

900900

FrameFrame

SuspensionSuspension

Seat cushionSeat cushion

Back cushionBack cushion

Details

Solid Timber/PlySolid Timber/Ply

Zig Zag SpringsZig Zag Springs

High Density FoamHigh Density Foam

Soft FillSoft Fill

Guarantee

10 Years10 Years

10 Years10 Years

LifetimeLifetime

1 Year1 Year

CUSTOMISATION AVAILABLECUSTOMISATION AVAILABLE
The company has a policy of continuous refinement and improvement of our products. The company has a policy of continuous refinement and improvement of our products. 

As a result, all dimensions and specifications mentioned are approximate and the company reserves the As a result, all dimensions and specifications mentioned are approximate and the company reserves the 

right to modify designs, dimensions, posture and construction techniques as necessary. right to modify designs, dimensions, posture and construction techniques as necessary. 
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Length

900900

17001700

19001900

22002200

2600 x 26002600 x 2600


